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The magnitude of sustainability in Architectural Design
Breanna Gage                                   Spring 2022

Introduction

Fossil fuels, such as coal or oil, are often used

as fuel for todays society. As fossil fuels are

burned they release carbon dioxide into the

atmosphere which harms all who live on

Earth. By analyzing failures and successes

within sustainable architecture and applying

the respective data, we can further learn and

enhance current ideas to better protect,

preserve, and provide for the Earth and all that

live on it

Methodology

One way to measure the effectiveness of

sustainable design strategies is observing a

building's energy consumption and

production. This can be done by reviewing

certifications or green building rating systems

such as LEED or EnergyStar. Each rating

system has certain critera in which the

building can be rated and rewarded for its

energy efficiency. By observing and analyzing

existing architectural examples of these

buildings, validity of the importance of

sustainability in architecture can be defined. 

Literature Review
Focus on certain issues will be the

drive within the literature review. 

Utilization of non-renewable energy

sources: The reliance on inefficient,

carbon based energy sources such as

coal and oil which contributes to

increasing harmful greenhouse gas

emissions 

Urban Sprawl: As cities continue to

grow and spread out this leads to

increased resource use, promoting car

ownership, more emissions and

wasted infrastructure such as

brownfields 

Climate change: Emissions are making

climate warmer and unpredictable.

This contributes to droughts,

unpredictable climate patterns, and

ecological disruptions.

1) How can sustainability be
measured?

2) How can what we learn be
applied globally?

3) What obstacles may we
face in this application?

4) How can we continue to
improve sustainably?

Use of renewable energy resources: implementation of solar,

hydropower and geothermal energy sources for example can

help reduce reliance on fossil fuels thus decreasing emissions

Utilizing more reliable and environmentally friendly materials:

choosing reusable materials such as bamboo, flax, compared to

plastic and material reuse rather than repeatedly creating anew 

Adopting sustainable urban planning practices: considering
geographic location, climate and orientation for example when

designing new/ remodeling communities to promote optimal

resource utilization

Designing multi-transportation accessible communities:

designing communities less based around personal car

ownership to promote less emissions 

Promote net-zero goals: utilize energy rating systems and

technology to design and remodel buildings to meet certain

standards and goals of a net-zero approach

 

Discussion

Conclusion
Observing building energy efficiency and energy ratings is only

one way of measuring the impact of sustainable practices.

Analyzing conscious energy consumption and resource use has

not a positive impact, not only on the buildings and its

occupants but also the atmosphere and the Earth where all living

things reside. Ideally, the importance of sustainability will

continue to be advocated for and supported by the people to a

point where more research can be done, more technology can

be developed.


